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1. Welcome, Passion and 
Product Design (STEM)

To identify what their passion/interests are in 
order to help develop a useful product or app 
idea within teams. An example from a previous 
course is given to help provide guidance for 
brainstorming.
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2. Planning & Tag-lines To understand the importance of planning - as well 
as how a simple short sentence or phrase can be 
part of effectively marketing a business or brand. A 
brief interactive challenge is included
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3. Choice a: TV Ad Challenge To get the children to use teamwork and creativity to 
grasp an understanding of how best to promote 
themselves within a limited amount of time. How do 
you make a lasting positive impression in a short ad? 
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3. Choice b: Prototype Builder/
Demo Challenge - STEM

Students will do a presentation of their app or 
product (basic constructed prototype) describing 
how it will function - in order to demonstrate 
understanding of the basic theory behind 
computable functions
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4. Selling Yourself To teach students how selling is fundamental to 
business success, and to boost selling confidence  
through a fun “Random Sell” activity
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5. Profit & Loss - STEM To help the students to gain a basic understanding of 
profit and loss in business and whether they are 
making money or losing it! Profit and loss exercises 
are included, as well as an option to create a 
simple P&L Excel table with basic formulae

5, plus 
addendum 
“P&L Cont’d”

6. Maximising Profit & 
Minimising Loss - Mathematics

Further discussion, scenarios and mathematical 
problems regarding profit and loss
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7. Marketing To help the students to gain an understanding of the 
various ways that they can effectively market or 
promote their product or service 
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8 & 9. Creative Startup Ad 
Campaign  - Technology

A 2-session topic. Using a $500 budget and virtual 
startup marketing “shop” students will purchase 
services and work in their teams to create the best 
marketing campaign they can for their agreed 
business idea. Peer assessment will be included, 
plus the winning group will be revealed. An 
evaluation session will take place shortly afterwards. 
The objectives are teamwork, creativity and handling 
feedback - something that is essential for business 
growth! This can be done using paper and craft 
materials, or on computer, in order to 
demonstrate and enhance use of technology.
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10. Evaluation To go over the main lessons learnt and a final word 
of motivation
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